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FO>\ THE WARY '�

  

·Even the rather restricted experience of Courts l,Ji 
/ �,,! 

to date suggests that negotiations between the p �� 

customer and the supplier or hardware and/or software, 

which precede a contract may most 'accurately, be likened 

to a dialogue of the deaf. At a number of r�1evant 

points, the.supplier may think.that, it understands the 

needs of .the customer and the custome_r may believe that it 

will be acquiring hardware and software to satisfy its 

needs. On a great number of occasions these beliefs are 

substantially misplaced. It is to this problem that the 

paper is firstly intended to be directed. The balance of 

the_paper will be devoted to a discussion of the most 

.expeditious and cheapest way of resolving difficulties 

which may arise from the supply of hardware and/or 

software where some form of dispute resolution may be 

reqriired. This question may require attention at two -�r 

stages. Firstly when drafting the contract, secondli if 

and.when a dispute actually arises. Other than in the 

respects I have mentioned-I-do not intend to address 

myself to the drafting of protective provisions in a 

contract. Most organisations already have their basic 

contracts prepared by their lawyers. 

To illustrate the proposition that most disputes 

result from a failure of communication let me instance 

a disp·..ite in which Mr .. Foote was to be an expert witness. 

Among�;t many other difficulties two stood out. The 

purchaser complained 1that the computer was not user 

friendly. Too often it was said, the me�sage was to 

contact the supplier for assistance. The supplier in turn 



.explained that it considered �he customei a novice who 

required assistance rather than advice enabling it to 

·:rectify errors.- Whatever may have been the. rights and

wrc 1n·:1s it was a great pity that the supplier did not make

clear in the original negotiations what its philosophical

·approach was to the problem.of error messages.

Again the cpstomer was not told that the source code 
. 

. 

was knowledge peculiar to the supplier and that in point 

of fact on the expiration of the warranty period the pur

chaser �as �ffectively obliged to enter into a maintenance 

contract with the supplier. 

Because the action was settled it left unresolved 

a number of questions of law basic to the computer 

industry. Is the sale of a system, a sale of goods within 

·the meaning of the Sale of Goods Act? The importance of

that question lies in the fact that the Act imports a

number·,-or implied terms into the contrac_t. It is no easy

matter to exclude such warranties. Importantly for pre

sent purposes both parties may fail to address their minds

to the question of adherence to the warranties. Being

·implied by law they of course do not appear in the cont-

ract. Assuming the existence of. the implied condition

that the system should be of "merchantable quality" was

the,system, in the instance I have mentioned, one which

satisfied the requirement, i.e. is a System which requires

and relies on support f_rom only one supplier who may. not

-stay in bus_iness "merchantable"? Was the system merchant

able in the absence of the source book? Was the system,

with the very restricted error messages., fit for the

particular purpose specified by the. purchaser?
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I might add, in parenthesis, that as far as I could 

•detect no particular precautions were .. taken to ensure that

the :aou:i:ce code did not die with the yuung gentlemen who

were the supplier company.

I suggest that on both sides the motto will have 

to be better too much· information than too little .. 

In p�e contract negotiations demonsterably the first 

.step is for the prospective purchaser to have· a-clear 

concept of the nature and extent.of the transactions in 

its business. Sheer repetition and famili.arity wi.th the 

procedure may dull the-customer's sense of awareness of 

a procedural step or its importance. A great number of 

dispu_tes relate to capaci!ty to accommodate and the speed 

with which .transactions are handled. A customer may, 

acting quite honestly, fail to have an accurate awareness 

of pea�.loads of tiansactions, when they occur, the fre

quency wit� which they occur, or their extent. A regular 

periodic closing of accounts �ay be so much part of the 

routine of the. customer's business that its scope may no 

longer be fully appreciated. The second step for the 

customer is to explain the busin•ess pattern with clarity 

to the intending supplier. I suggest that there should be 

insistence by the supplier on a flow c�art and a written 

exposition of the step by step procedure. Clarity is 

often obtained when visual perception is called in aid. 

The. third step for the customer is to. enquire in what 

particular the instaliation o-E computer equipment can. 

assist in the handling of the· business transactions. 

For the supplier's part it is necessary, having got 

.the explanation as to the intending customer's business 

pattern, to satisfy himself that in truth the description 
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. i.s accurate and. that the supplier has an accurate under

standing of what is involved .. It i� cfteri at this stage 

that fatal misunderstandings occur ... This. may be due to a 

number of factors. At the threshold, the purchaser may be 
... 

. 
. 

in error in believing that the business follows a parti-

cular pattern. At other times the error is in description. 

Yet again, there may be an error of perception on the part 

of the intending :=: 1.1pplier. If this s�age of th'e trans

�6tion is successfully passed,.the next area where there 

i� great room • for error, is in the pictur'e painted by the 

intending .supplier of .the ability of the equipment .. to 

satisfy the perceived needs of the customer. This I hast-. 

en to say, is not due to any intention on the part of the 

supplier to mislead. 6ft�n it is due to a belief on the 

part of the supplier that the pattern of. bcisiness conduct-

• ed by i:he customer can be ,:a�apted to the. needs of the

computer rather than· vica versa.

It 'iis crucial to ensure that the parties are at one 

on; 1) the procedure to be converted, 2 ). the manner in 

which the conversion is to be implemented .and 3) the 

results required from the System. In relation to 1) and 

3) a ready field for disputes is a failure to consider

the future and enlarging needs of the customer's business.

,It may be thought that the writing of specifications 

and written tenders would satis;.:y the demands of the 

situation and do away with the possibility of error. Once 

again, I think that the problem of semantics poses itself. 

The possible area for misunderstanding may be enlarged by 

the written word. In the result then, at the risk of 

repetition, it has to be emphasised that the documents 

have to be in nontechnical language. The purchaser has 

to explain to the other what its operations are, what 
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its needs are on the one hand and the.vendor on the other 

hand has to explain what scope there is -for satisfying· 

those needs. , In other words the contra.::t • has to spell 

out in detail the performance of the system. What are 

the transactions to be handled and with what speed will 

transactions be handled. These are the obvious pre

cautions. The real art is in attempting to cover matters 

which seem to the supplier to be quite obvious but do not 

allow for the buyer's unfamiliarity with the area. 

Consistently with the use of non technical language 

the Contract will need to cover the vendor's obligations 

regarding site preparation, delivery, installation inter

facing with foreign devices, maintenance, conversion of 

. data, provision of documen,tation and so on. 

One way of reducing the scope for difficulty is to 
' 

. 
. 

. 

prescribe acceptance test procedures at each phase, as 

well as on total installation. Test data should include 

the customer's own data. Anticipa�ing to some extent what 

follows, I suggest that the contract provide for third 

�arty testing in the event of dispute. 

Again�t the possibility that in spite of all these 

efforts a dispute may arise the draftsman may choose to 

designate one of a number of avenues available for the 

resolution of disputes. Broadly speaking the initial 

decision has to be made, whether to select1 the path of 

. (1) mediation and conciliation, (2) arbitration or (3) 

litigation. As will be seen wheri discussing the third ot 

these alternatives; it is not necessarily a wholly 

exclusive alterriative� 
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Mediation and Conciliation 

This is,an approach which is hardly ever utilized 

Yet great and long standing trading 

people, like the Chinese and the Japan.ese, no doubt for 
. . . . . 

cultural reasons, are strongly in favour.of it. Part-

icularly in a situation where it is hoped that trading 

relations might continue in the future it has a great deal 

to recommend it. 

Mediation is a process in which the mediator acts as 

a ''go between" in an attempt to bring the .parties together 

in arriving at a solution to their problems. The mediator 

does not decide the dispute. On the contrary, the final 

resolution is a decision 1st>lely of the parties and the 

mediator's only function is to act as an intermediary to 

bring the parties together to resolve the dispute 

themselves. 

In conciliation proceedings, the conciliator takes 

a more active role in helping to resolve the dispute . 

Conciliation is a process whereby the dispute is referred 

�o a conciliator who investigates the subject-matter of 

the dispute and attempts to reconcile opposing content

ions. The conciliator then tormulates proposals for 

settlement, which the parties are £ree to accept or 

reject. Again, • as. wi t_h mediation, the conciliator does 

not finally decide the dispute. The final decision is 

that of the parties, except that with conciliation th� 

parties now have the advantage of an independent third 

party to recommend a decision after investigation of the 

facts .. 
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conciliation may be provided for 
.; 

between the parties, or maybe 

the subject-matter of an ad hoe agreement to mediate or. 

conciliate after the dispute has arisen. Provision should 

be made for the manner o;E choosing t,he mediator or the 

conciliator and for the way the proceedings are to be 

initiated and conducted. As I have said in both mediation 

and conciliation th� final resolution is up to the parties 

and the effectiveness of both methods depends to a large 

degree on the good will of the parties. Once a final 

resolution of the dispute has been arrived at, however, it 

should then be reduced to contract form so that if one 

party later change� its mind, the other may sue on the 

agreed resolution and not.have to reopen the whole 

dispute. 

The primary need in both conciliation and mediation is 

for·a strong impartial and.knowledgeable conciliator. He 

has· to be stong in order to restrain the parties from 

slipping into mutual recrimination. The demand for im-

partiality is obvious. In addition to the hand of res

traint, he has to offer the hand of guidance in steering 

the discussion into promising channels of compromise. 

This can only be done after exploring the reasons for the 

parties being in dispute. I want to emphasise that this is 

a function distinct from allocating blame worthiness and 

is designed more to try and wc,rk out what the problem is. 

and how it arose. Once that problem has been bedded clown 

there is then the final stage of trying to arrive at a 

workable solution. In order to assist in this l�st 

mentioned exercise and indeed in evaluating repsons for 

the problem, it is nebessary to have a man with sufficient 

expertise in the computer industry, but also. with a lively 
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mind ready to understand any· of· the int:t:icacies of the 

.customer's business. 

Arbitration 

Arbitration is a more formalized method of dispute 

settlement than mediation or conciliation. In essence, 

arbitration is the process of submitting a disagreement 

to one or more impartial arbitrators, outside the court 

system and sometimes without the participation of lawyers, 

with the obligad.on that both parties will abide by what

ever decision is reached. Arbitration differs from con

ciliation_ in that the decision given by the _arbitrator -

the award - is binding on the parties and may be enforced 

against a recalcitrant pa:rty. 

The reas6ns for preferring arbitration to litigation 

are manv. One of the mafn reasons is.that arbitration 
--. 

is held in private and avoids publicity. Publicity of 

commercial disputes is adverse to the interests of both 

pa_rties in that a resolution may require the disclosure 

of trade secrets, business procedures, and other matters 

�hich could damage the interests of both parties and which 

they would rather keep confidential. Furthermore, the 

private atmosphere and informality of the proceedings 

create a climate more conducive to the friendly resolution 

of the dispute than does the adversarial court procedure. 

Business men who wish to maintain.friendly comm�r�ial 

relations, notwithstanding a dispute over a particular 

transaction� do not wish to publicize such difference� or 

have the "win or lose", "all or nothing" situation of a 

court decision. �he latter can·often be.avoided in 

.. ' ·••' 
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arbitration, particularly where the parties to the 

arbitration authorize the arbitrator to de.cide as a matter 

• of equity and free the arbitrator from the strict

application of rules 1of law.

There is presently before the NSW Par�iament the 

Commercial Arbitration Bill. 

Two important new provisions of the Bill are clauses 

20 and 18 (3). Clause 20 provides as follows: 

"Subject to Section 18(3) an� unless otherwise agreed 

by the parties to the arbitration agreement, any 
C .  • • �-

question that arises for determination in the course 

of proceedings und.er that agreement shall be 

determined according to law". (my'emphasis). 

The well established principle at the present time 

is, that an arbitrator is required to determine a dispute 

in accordance with applicable principles of law in the 

same way as a Judge. Yet clause 20 seems to contemplate 

ci.n entitlement on the part of the subscribers to the 

agreement to discard this requirement and permit the 

dispute to be determined according to same other prescrib

ed standard. If this approach is to be enshrined in· 

legislation, it has a crucial bearing on the desirable 

composition of the tribunal. A k�owledge of relevant 

legal principles will in those circumstances no 16nger be 

either necessary or an advantage. I will revert to this 

question shortly. 
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Clause 18(3) is in somewhat similar vein although 

• "its thrust is not quite as revolutionary as the prop·osal

··in c:•.ause .20. Clause 18 ( 3) provides that,· unless other-.

wise agreed by the paL)ties to an'arbitrc:;ltion agreement,

an arbitrator or umpire, in conducting.the proceedings

under an arbitration agreement, is not bound by rulei of

evidence, but may inform himself in relation to any matter

in such manner as he thinks fit. The position may be said

to represent merely a legislative recognition of existing

principle. That arbitrators are ordinarily bound by the

laws of evidence was laid down more than a century ago

in Attorney-General v Davison (1825) McCl & Yo.160; 148

E.R. 366,. and emphatically re-affirmed in Re .Enoch and

Zaretzky Bock & Co 1910 1KB 327. However in Macpherson

Train & Co. Ltd v J. Milh'.enr & Sons 1955 2 Ll.L.R.· 59 the

English Court of Appeal held that the umpire was entitled

to give effect to a rule of the General Produce Broke�s'

Associat:i::m of London which authorised the reception of

evidence and information "whether the same be strictly

admissible as evidence or not" .. Both these clauses of the

Bill highlight a point which is continuously required to

0e kept in mind when considering appropriate courses of

action in relation to arbitrations. That is the consensual

nature of arbitration, a fact to, which great emphasis was

given by the speeches of Law Lords in Bremer Vulkan

Schiffbau v South India Shipping Corporation 1981 A.L.

909. 

If the Bill is passed ·into law, it is reasonable to 

expect; that.·from time to time, parties to an arbitration 

will exclude, not only the requirement that the �trict 

rule� of.evidence be adheied to, but also that the 

arbitration be determin�d in acc9rdance with applicable 

rules of law; Yet for a long time the view was held, best 
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expressed.in the graph:icphrase of Lord.Justice Scrut.ton 

in Csarnikow v Roth Schmidt & Co 1922 2KB 478.at.488 

"There must J::>e no Alsatia in England. where the King's writ. 

does not run". In bther words arbitrators applied as best 

as they could principles of law in. the same way as any 

Court. 

The relevance of the adoption of the Bili in its 

present form cannot be overstated. If the Bill.should 

become law and, if the parties to the given agreement 

should avail themselves of the provisions of both clause 

18(3) and clause 20, then, subject to one further 

consideration, there will be no apparent reason why a 

lawyer should be either the, or one of the, arbitrators. A 

knowledge or relevant principles of law and of the rules 

.of evidence, by th� arbitrator or in the tribunal, will no 

longer be. a requirement or an advantage but may be a 

positive handic�p, in that, a traditional legal approacha1 

may prevail in circumstances where the parties have 

ex pressed their desire otherwise. 

The reservation, even in circumstances such as I have 

outlined, is that a lawyer has his skill as a fact finder 

to offer as the, or as one of the, members of the 

tribunal� This ability is of particular relevance where 

there are disputed questions of fact arising for determin

ation. Some lawyers are better than other at determining, 

in circumstances of a confli�t of evidence where the truth 

lies. Whether a given lawyer does possess great insight 

or not, it is inevitable that� ihrough years·6f practical 

_application, he should develop a facility for assessment 

of competing claims for veracity� 

lJ. 



Let me then suggest, that the questions which the 

• appointer :::,f the tribunal .should ask in the first

instance, ,:i.re .the following:.-

1. Is the tribunal to apply principles of the general

.law?

2. 
i 

Are the applicable principles of law well settled

·Or susceptible to co�siderable argument?

3. Is the arbitrator required to apply fhe rules of

evidence?

4 • Is there likely to be any contest of fact in rel

. ation to.which question� �f evidence could be

important?

5. Is there likely to be any evidentary contest in
.

< 

relation. to which assessments of credibility will

be requi�ed to be made?

.•. If the answer to all the foregoing questions is·· in 

the affirmative, then one needs to inquire into the extent 

.to which the arbitrator will be called u�on to determine 

question calling for expertise. However, generally 

speaking, in these circurnstances an arbitrator with legal 

experience is called for. His lack of expertise will have 

to be compensated for by one of the means I will discuss 

later. 

In truth, as we all know, most arbitrations call both 

for applicition of legal prin6iple, rules of evidence, 

findings of fact, on the one hand, and the application 

of expertise of a particular kind on the other. What then 

should be done in those circumstances? 

No doubt if one were to conduct what might i.:>e called 

a "Rolls Royce" type of arbitration, one would appoint 
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two arbitrators _one of whom would·possess the necessary 

�legal qualification, the other the necessary expertiie. 

Quite apart from the large adaitional exp�nse which would 

thu� be incurred, there may be difficulties arising from 

the call of the .arbitration agreement for the appointment. 

of a single arbitrator. Again what if the two were to 

disagree? What qualifications in those cirbumstance� 

would the umpire be called upon to have? It is necessary 

therefore to return.to the maj_or question, should one .have 

an expert in the particular field, with legal assistance 

when he calls for it, or a lawyer with the assistance 

either of expert evidence called by the parties, or 

possibly obtained by him. 

If the tribunal be a lawyer, he may, by agreer.tent 

of·the parties, adopt procedures which are not available 

to a Judge as well as the usual methods of procedure. 

The tribunal may be content to be informed on questions 

of expertise merely in the.same way as the Judge would 

be by the calling of expert evidence. I .would not regard 

this as a satisfactory procedure for an arbitration even 

if one were to bring int0 play exchange of expert reports 

and other procedures appropriate for the definition and 

shortening of issues. 

An alternative that offers itself, is an examination 

by a third party expert of the disputed item and a report 

from him to be received in evidence. In a sense this would 

take the place of a court appointed expert which is a 

procedure authorised by most rules of court. 

An arbitrator need not be so restricted in the use 

of an expert, provided that, both ·parties agree. Thus, 
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- by agreement· betwee·n the parties, . the expert could be

asked any questions at all the Tribunal may consider app'.'"

ropriate .calling for the exercise of his e,i;pertise.

Furthermore the-partie$ may agree that the expert's report

should be final and conclusive on the p�rticular technical

issue thereby precluding the calling of evidence �d con

tradict him. It may be necessary that one ot both parties

be given leave to cross ex�mine him (cf Sheppard J. "Court

witnesses - A Desirable or Undesirable Encroachment on the

Adversary System" 56ALJ 234). It is this ability to mould

procedure with the agreement of the parties that· in my

view makes the consensual nature of arbitration so import

ant. By agreement an Arbitrator may acquire information

in ways_not available to a Judge. Such a procedure would

then remove
0

one of the basic difficulties in determ'i;ning

on the composition of the tribunal.

Another 'possible course is for the arbitrator to have 

his own expert to advise him. In Admiralty matters it 

is common for Judges to sit with an assess.or or assessors, 

who advise him on matters of navigation. 

In many of the British Colonies in Africa there used 

to be a system where an assessor sat with the Judge advis

ing him on matters of native custom. 

The advantage of having an expert assessor, as 

_distinct from another arbitrator, is that the assessor 

has no voice in the determination but is there mereiy to 

assist and advise, in private, the tribunal on matters 

of expertise. 
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In my view there would be no difficulty in lawyer/ 

tribunal being in effect schooled by the expert, out of 

the hearing room; and in a much more expeditious fashion 

·than is the case where his information is gleaned from

persons who are usually partisan experts.

In. a very real sense_. the employment of such an 

assessor or �xpert reproduces -the assistance which a lay 

arbitrator customarily obta·ins from the. employment of his 

own solicitors and or counsel. The advantage, it seems 

to me is that the trained lawyer/tribunal will be able 

to bring his expertise to bear on,the dispute on a minute 

by minute basis and give rulings on evidence without the 

need for consultation and still receive the necessary 

expert advice as the occasion arises. If· the tribunal 

were the expert then he would be in difficulties in that 

he could not readily ob�ain lega::... advice on minute_by

minute basis as problems arise. Nor yet would he be as 

ready to make assessments of witnesses' Gredibility. On 

the whole therefore, I would suggest that where there is a 

mixture of disputed facts and expertise the balance may 

well come down on the side of an appointment of a lawyer/ 

tribunal assisted in one or other of the ways I have 

suggested. 

Another advantage of arbitration is that the parties 

may choose as arbitrators specialists in the field in 

question, who are experienced in the trade and knowledge

able as to the customs and usages of the branch of trade 

involved. 
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Arbitraiion can also help reduce "litigation· 

"neurosis". Many .individuals have a fear of legalpro

ceedings and particularly of involvement in a-court pro

ceeding. Consequently, inst8ad of pursuing their remedies 

in a court, many would rather simply leave the matter lie 

even thou�h they feel unjustly treated. A provision for 

arbitration, with its less formal proceedings; may dispel 
• l . . • 

some of those feelings and allow these· individuals more 

equal access to justice. 

'i'h_e ·disadvantages of arbitration in summary are 

these. Firstly, there may be substantial cost incurred 

which would not obtain in the case of Court conducted 

litigatioh. The arbitrator has to be paid where as the 

State provJ.des a Judge free of -charge. Some place ;·Qr room 

for the arbitration has to be provided and paid for, 

stenographers have to be paid for to record the proceed

ings. The, arbitrator has to be paid for writing his 

award. More likely than not the parties will, �ven in an 

arbitration, employ_legal representives. The costs are 

likely to be much the same as in litigation, although an 

arbitration may be marginally less expensive in that the 

time required to educate a Judge in the intricacies of the 

art would not be necessary in the case of an expert 

arbitrator. A great advantage however, is that the 

parties get the services of a guaranteed expert who should 

have a ready grasp of the technical problem . 

. Litigation 

The manifest disadvantage here is that whilst getting 

a man trained to sift disputed fa�ts and presumably in the 

relevant legal principles, the parties will have to start 
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,from the be::ginning in educat:.ng him in matters· releva·nt to 

computer te-chnology. Not only that but th_e expert \9i_ll. 

first have to tutor the barrister so that he in turn will 

lead the a.ppropriate. evidence before the Judge in order to 

tutor the later threw medium of an expert. Whilst always 

ready to learn, this seems .to .me to be an mi.conscionable 

waste of time. Efforts should be made to segregate tech-

nical issues which arise in these soughts of �isputes and 

send them to an expert for det!=rmination.- Thus for example. 

a Judge may have to determine what_the·relevant contract

ual obligations of the parties were and then. send the 

findings to an arbitrator to determine whether the article 

supplied conformed to those contractual requirements. Of 

course there is the ready made objection that th� •;Judge 

will have to have a smattering understanding of th� tech

n{calities just in order to determine what were the 

contractual �bligations. 

It is in order to avoid pitfalls and,. difficulties 

of the kind I have mentioned that it is so necessary that 

at the time of formultio� of the engagement between the 

parties, there be a clear and precise understanding in 

ordinary every day language of what are the requirements 

for party on the one hand and what can be reasonably be 

frovided by the other party. 
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